
 

 

isch-ing Lines      by Deacon Howard Fischer 

 

 In today’s Gospel Jesus teaches that we should be worried 

about securing the basic needs of life – food, shelter, clothing, 

etc. That’s a pretty difficult concept even in the best of times 

let alone when we face economic hardship or uncertainty. Jesus is 

not telling us that we need to live in a box under a highway overpass. 

But he is telling us that we need to make our trust in God the 

centerpiece of our lives rather than the acquisition of material 

possessions.  

 

Yogi Berra once said, “When you get to the fork in the road, take it.” 

We often try to do just that, to have things both ways. We try to give 

ourselves to God and wealth, but when push comes to shove it seems 

that grabbing a bit more material security always wins out.  

 

Having possessions is not evil. We certainly need food and shelter 

and clothing to survive in a physical world. The issue is one of 

attitude and priorities and attachment. Jesus is telling us that we 

need to be more intent on growing our relationships with our 

Heavenly Father and our neighbors than we are on securing our 

material needs. Often we get so fixated and anxious about these 

material things, letting our fears about the future consume us, that 

we miss precious opportunities to engage God and others in the 

present moment.  

 

Catholic author Alice Camille writes that she is an “anxiety queen” 

about many things in her daily life. She goes on to observe, “But the 

things that should concern me more, I think about less. For instance: 

Am I too complacent in my life? Am I a moral couch potato, lounging 

when I should be moving? Is my prayer earnest, or am I pretending? 

Do I keep too much for myself? What percentage of my resources 

should stay in my pocket and how much should be shared? I should 



 

 

worry more when Jesus says things like: No one can serve two 

masters. Two, huh? I wonder how many I serve. God, mammon, my 

ego, various ideologies, the black hole of my fear—I couldn’t begin to 

count them all.” 

 

Too often we give our time and energy over to the wrong things. If 

we’ve put more time and energy into achieving success in our 

profession, into planning our retirement, or into finding a way to 

purchase our next car/vacation/electronic gadget than we have put 

into nurturing our spiritual life through prayer, study and service, 

then we’ve fallen into the trap and need to get ourselves out. How? 

We can start by living more simply and by cutting down on the hectic 

scheduling that has us running all over the place instead of spending 

time with each other. We can make sure that we eat our meals 

together as families. We can put our jobs and the time we spend at 

them in their proper place and spend more time at home. We can 

reduce the time we spend on our internet addictions. And spend 

more time doing the work of true disciples through service to the 

poor, the sick, the hungry. If we are consumed by worry, we need to 

fix our attention and trust on the Kingdom of God. Like Alice 

Camille, we need to ask ourselves the tough questions that really 

matter and recalibrate our priorities.  

 

One of my all-time favorite comedy sketches is a classic from Jack 

Benny’s days on radio. You may recall that in his stage persona Jack 

pretended to be a tight-fisted miser who clung to every penny he ever 

had. In the sketch, Jack is walking down a dark street when he is 

approached by an armed robber. The robber sticks a gun in his back 

and demands, “Your money or your life!” There is a long pause. The 

silence stretches on seemingly for minutes... Finally, the robber says, 

“Wellllll???” And Jack replies, “I’m thinking! I’m thinking!” You and I 

are often in the same predicament: money or Life? May we have the 

courage to choose Life. If you wish to contact me, please leave a note 

in the Parish Office or send an email to deaconhwf99@yahoo.com. 

 


